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Formation of Binary Black Holes in Globular Clusters



BBH Ejection from Globular Clusters
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BBH Retention in Globular Clusters

“...we conclude that the black-hole population will be depleted in less than a billion 
years...” (Kulkarni et al. 1993)

--> GC age ~10 Gyr

first BH XRB candidate identified inside an old GC in the Galaxy NGC 4472 
(Maccarone et al. 2007)

Advances in modelling core dynamics + higher mass GCs have shown evidence 
of higher rates of retention of BBH systems (Morscher et al. 2015)



BBH Properties as a Function of GC Properties
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Description of Globular Cluster Models

Metallicities (Z_sun) Virial Radii (pc) Particle Numbers 
(10^5)

0.01 1 2

0.05 2 5

0.25 10

20

x 2 + 4 extra

Stellar Masses drawn from Kroupa IMF
10% binary fraction
--> separation chosen from P(a)da ɑ 1/a
--> eccentricity chosen from P(e)de = 2e de

Cluster Monte Carlo Code (CMC)



Upgrades to Stellar Evolution Code

Goal of upgrades: match BH mass spectrum to that of StarTrack population 
synthesis code

1. Updates to mass loss from winds as a stellar function of mass, T_eff, 
metallicity, and luminosity

2. Metallicity dependent evolution of Wolf-Rayet stars
3. Updates to calculating material fallback during supernova explosion (rapid vs 

delayed explosion cases)
4. Including fallback fraction into kick velocity calculation



Merger Rates and Comparison to Observations



Merger Rates and Comparison to Observations

Then, create a representative sample 
of BBH systems by weighting 
samples based on GC mass and GC 
metallicity



Mass distribution of single BHs

● Vink stellar wind prescription 
○ lower mass loss (for low Z)
○ higher mass BHs (for low Z)

● Pulsational pair instability not 
modelled

● Formation of BBH systems through 
dynamical interaction not changed 
by mass function



Distribution of merger masses

Observed 
masses

Rest 
frame
masses

Z = 0.01, 0.05 solar

Z = 0.25 solar





Distribution of 
mass ratios 



Many binaries start off 
eccentric, but their orbits 
circularize by the time they 
reach the LIGO band

● Possibly ~1% of mergers 
can be detected with 
significant eccentricity if 3 
body effects modelled (not 
done in this paper)



Varying stellar evolution 
parameters



GC merger rates over a cosmological volume



Conclusions
● Monte Carlo simulation of GCs with

○ New wind model
○ New SN fallback model

Results:

● More massive & tighter GCs produce 
more BBH mergers

● A typical GC produces 260 BBH 
mergers over its 12 Gyr lifetime (!)

● BBH total masses range from 20-160 
solar masses

● Most massive BHs 
○ sink to cluster core first
○ form BBHs first
○ merge first

■ So the total BBH mass 
decreases with redshift

● At redshift 0, the typical merging BBH 
total mass is 35-50 solar masses

● Peaks in individual BH masses at 18, 
30, 53 solar masses → peaks in BBH 
masses at 36, 60, 106 solar masses 
with equal mass ratios

○ Intermediate total masses tend 
to have uneven mass ratios

● Overall BBH merger rate predicted to 
be 2-20 Gpc-3 yr-1

○ Consistent with rates from 1st 
BBH merger

● Finally, most stars are born in clusters. 
Importance of cluster dynamics 
depends on if they happen before 
clusters are disrupted.


